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Abstract. Future kaon decay programs at BNL and FNAL are discussed. The primary
focus of these programs is the measurement of the golden modes, K: -+ n“v~ and
K+ -+ m+VD . The observation of K+ -+ T+VD by E787 at BNL is the first step in a
series of measurements which will completely determine the unitarity triangle within
the kaon system.

The next step after E787 in the measurement of B(K+ + n+vfi ) will be the E949
experiment at BNL that is currently under construction. This experiment, building on
the experience of E787 and making use of the intense AGS proton beam, is scheduled
to run in FY01L03 and to observe 0(10) SM events with a small and well-understood
background. The proposed CKM experiment at J?NAL would take the next step, using
a decay-in-flight technique and a 22 GeV/c RF-separated kaon beam from the Main
Injector, to observe 0(100) SM events.

At the same time, two concepts for the measurement of B (K; + no VD ) have been
developed. One of these, building on the experience of KTeV with a ‘pencil’ KL beam,
has been proposed at FNAL as KAMI. The other, with a measurement of the kaon
momentum in a large angle KL beam derived from a bunched proton beam, has been
proposed at BNL as KOP1O.

INTRODUCTION

The decays & + ToI/D arid K++ n+VD are two of the ‘golden modes’ for mea-
suring CKM parameters. Measurement of the branching ratio B (K++ T+VD ) pro-
vides a clean and unambiguous determination of the CKM matrix element [VtdI , in
particular of the quantity IAt] = IVJVtd[. Measurement of the direct-CP-violating
decay K;+ r“v~ will cleanly determine the imaginary part of At, Im(At).

The theoretical uncertainty in K++ m+vv is quite small (w7%) and even smaller
in K;+ m“VD (w2’XO), as the hadronic matrix element can be extracted from the
K + xev, branching ratio. The K+ mvv branching ratios have been calculated
to next-to-leading-log approximation [1], complete with isospin violation correc-
tions [2] and two-loop-electroweak effects [3]. Fits based on the best current data
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for the CKM matrix elements give branching ratios of [4]

13(K++n+vV ) = (8.2* 3.2) X 10-1’ (1)
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These branching ratios are very small and, with two neutrinos in the final state,
both of these experiments are challenging. .

MEASUREMENT OF lVtdlFROM K+ -+ m+m

The E787 experiment at BNL was designed to search for K++ T+VV and re-
ported the first observation of K+ + IT+VVfrom analysis of the 1995 data set [5].
A new analysis of the 1995 data combined with the 1996 and 1997 data sets,

has reduced the background levels by about a factor of three. A plot from
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K+ -+ T+VD criteria is shown in Figure 1. One event is observed in the signal
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FIGURE 1. Range vs. Kinetic energy plot of the final sample. The events near E = 108 MeV

are Kr2 background. The box indicates the accepted regisn for K+ + T–+VT events.

region with a measured background of 0.08 * 0.02 events. The branching ra-
tio is B(_K+ + ~+uv ) = (1.5~~:$) x 10–lO. FYom this measurement, a limit on

[Wl of 0.002 < [I& [ <0.04 can be derived, as well as the following limits on
—/\ )1 / 1 00./ in–3At = t~~;<d : [~lfL(At)l < J-.,6A A I(J ,
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1.07 x 10-4< 1~~1<1.39 x 10-3. The E787 experiment has finished running and
the finai sensitivity, based on the COmpkW lYYb–Y8 data set, shouici reach the ~M
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expectation for K+ + T+W .

H,m#,mtW4Y at BNL

A new experiment under comtruction, liY49, is expected to run in XIU1–U3, sym-
—. ---

biotically with RHIC. E949 will use the AGS proton beam, between fills of RHIC,



for approximately 20 hours/day. The E787 experiment has already demonstrated
stuficient background rejection (w1O?ZOof the SM signal) for a very precise mea-

surement of B (K++ ;r+v~ ). Taking advantage of the very large AGS proton flux
and the experience gained with the E78’7 detector, E949 with modest upgrades
should observe 0(10) SM events in a two year run. The background is small and
well-understood. .

CKM at FNAL

The CKM experiment was proposed in 1998 and has been pursuing R&D towards
a, full technical proposal_ in 2001 as E905 at FNAL. It would run simultaneously
with the Tevatron collider using protons from the Main Injector that are not needed
for the collider and extract them over a long spill (w1 see). CKM plans to collect
0(100) SM events wjth a background of 0(10) events, starting sometime after
2005. This experiment will use an intense RF-separated 22 GeV/c kaon beam
i.erived from the Main Injector. This novel K+ decay-in-flight technique will ob-
tain ra+llmclant lcinom2iic m=a~llrem~ntc from indPp~pA~~pA~ rnnm~n+llm and xwlncity. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...”..... . . . . . . . . . . . ., . . . . . . .../ . . . . . . . ..-” . ..” . . ..J.. VU.. A ---- . “.- ”..

spectrometers. The kaon momentum will be measured in a Si spectrometer and
L!.
tne pion momentum in straw-tulle drif~ chambers in the vacuum clecay region. The

velocities of the kaon and pion will be measured in RICH counters. Two large
Pb-scintillator photon veto systems reduce backgrounds from K++ m+mo decays
and a muon veto system reduces background from K++ K+V.Udecays.

MEASUREMENT OF hn(v~d ) FROM K;+ nOVD

Presently, the best limit on Ki + 7r0vv is derived in a model-independent way [7]
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<2.6 X 10-9 (90% CL).

The best direct limits come from the KTeV experiment at FNAL. KTeV used a
narrow ‘pencil’ beam to define the transverse vertex position of no + ~-y decays in
a, One-da,y test rl~n.m!d observed Qne Imckground event!j pmhahly from. a, n_elutron_

interaction. From this special run, a 90’?ZO-CLlimit [8] of B(KE + m“v~ ) < 1.6x 10–6
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inherently a factor of 80 less sensitive but has the significant advantage of a precise
vertex location. Since the vertex location is known a larger, more intense kaon beam
can be used; and the background levels are lower as the transverse momentum
is known with better precision. In the full 1997 KTeV data set no events were
S(?en> and at, the !JnyQConfidence level 1 B (_K; + n“ Vv ) <. .5.9 x in–7 [9].The _P~

distribution of x“ + e+e- ~ events passing all other cuts can be seen in Figure 2.
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FIGURE 2. Final KTeV Ki -+ m“vfi (m” -+ e+e - ~) data sample collected during 1996-1997

after all cuts. No K; -+ T“ UP events are seen above PT = 160 MeV/c.

The next generation of K;+ IT”ZXVexperiments, all using the T“ -+ ~~ decay
mode, will start with E391a at KEK, which hopes to reach a sensitivity of WIO–lO,
using a technique similar to KTeV. Although the reach of E391a is not sufficient
to observe a signal at the standard model level, the experiment will be able to rule
out large enhancements from new physics and learn more about how to do this
difficult experiment. It is designed around a pencil KL beam, a high-resolution
crystal calorimeter, and very efficient photon veto systems. This experiment would
eventually move to the JHF and aim for a sensitivity of 0( 10–14). Two other major
efforts to observe and measure K; --+n“v~ are KAMI and KOPIO.

KAMI at FNAL

The KAMI collaboration submitted an expression of interest at FNAL for an
experiem.~p.~ +n TYlnn@ll.a ~(ly; 4 mo,,fi )““ ,Ikvw” u. u
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slow extracted spill from the Main Injector, simultaneous with the operation of

the “Tevatron. “” ‘ “ “’KAIV1l plans to reuse the exceiient KTeV CM calorimeter, with
a single high intensity pencil KL beam directed through a hole in the middle.
The decay volume upstream of the calorimeter will be surrounded by a hermetic,
highly efficient array of photon veto detectors. An additional photon detector will
catch photons escaping along the beam. The current design of the KAMI detector
imclllAPc s fih~r ~l~&er ~~ oYnnncl +ho n~lmhor nf cnflnni~ary mnrloc +n ho c+ II Aid. ..”. UU”” Q . ../”. ~J.F -.. u v...- .. U... U”. “. “Uu”.. uu. . ..” U...J .“ ““ “Uuu. ”u.

KAMI expects to detect 0(100) SM events in a couple of years of running with a
1.– –1 -------- -1 -r A ~ti
uiwKgHJunu UI AJ4U 70 d tlie SM signal.



KOPIO at 13NL

The KOPIO experiment at BNL has been given scientific approval and is cur-
rently u~dergcing funding review. It plans to run at the AGS after the completion
of E949 and in the same mode, with M20 hours per day available between RHIC
fills. KOF’10 will reconstruct the kaon center of mass using a bunched proton beam
and a very low momentum KL beam. This technique allows for two independent
criteria to reject background, photon veto and kinematics—allowing background
levels to be directly measured from the data—and encourages further confidence in
the signal by measuring the momentum spectrum of the decay. The necessary kaon
flux will be obtained using the large available AGS proton current. The low-energy
beam also substantially reduces backgrounds from neutrons and other sources. Af-
ter three years of running, 65 standard-model events are expected with a S/B >
2:1.

CONCLUSIONS

The unprecedented sensitivities of rare kaon decay experiments and the recent
discovery of K+ --+T+V”Uhave opened doors to the measurement of the unitarity tri-
angle completely within the kaon system. Significant progress in the determination
oj” the fundamental CK M parameters will come from the generation of experiments
that is now starting. These measurements can provide critical, unambiguous de-
termination of the standard-model CP violation parameters. Comparison with the
B-system will then over-constrain the triangle and test the SM explanation of CP
violation:

. Comparison of the angle 2P from the ratio B(KE + ~“v~ )/B(K+ + n+v~ )
and the CP asymmetry in the decay B: -~ ILK; will provide one of the most
important tests [7,10].

. Comparison of the magnitude Ivtd i from K+ --+n+vi7 and the ratio of the
mixing frequencies of l?~ to ~d mesons will also provide an important test
with small theoretical uncertainty [4].
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